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The Triffid Nebula, M20 in Sagittarius. Image by Franklin Loehde and  SLOOH. Imager's  note:  While conditions
were not perfect, like tracking, there was no sandstorm or high humidity event so this 10 minute combined combo of
RGB, Halpha, luminosity filters was decent. Would be nicer if we could employ some of the Hubble selection of filters
of course. Processed in FilterStorm.
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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/contact/

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust  submissions:  Submit  articles  by email  to  the  editor  (see above).  Please  include  the word  Stardust in  the  subject.
Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday before the monthly meeting; see following page for dates. Any standard document format is
acceptable (MSOffice, OpenOffice, LibreOffice, et al.) but plain text is preferred. Do not try to layout and format your article; your
labour will only be discarded. Graphics may be submitted as separate files, and clearly identified; indicate captions and references to
them within the text. Do not consider your article successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in T  ELUS   World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza in The Mayfield Common, NE of intersection of 170 
Street and Stony Plain Road. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in room 1-033 of the CCIS  *   Building on the U of 
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 
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Quad Reflection by Alister Ling

The  day  the  camera  died,  worlds  aligned,  light  took  an
extended journey: the expected and the unexpected.

The nearly full Moon shone through a gap in the clouds
above the city at dawn on May 10th, 2017. The orange rays of
the Sun had yet  to flood across  the Beaver Hills  to brilliantly
illuminate the skyscrapers of Edmonton. Through all the noise of
the traffic,  I  suddenly noticed the absence of the now familiar
burst  of  "click---ah--clicka-ah-clicka-click-click-clika"  of  my
camera taking 6 exposures back-to-back needed to capture the
high dynamic range of the scene. Dang, my second corrupted SD
card!  This  time I  was  prepared;  I  swapped it  out  for  another,
restarted, and 6 frames later nothing. Popped the battery and card
out,  waited a  few seconds,  put  them back  in,  and  the camera
boots  up.  Phew.  Click-dead.  Again.  Again.  Okay,  Zen-mode:
we're going to just watch. 

Twelve hours later, I joined Luca on the opposite side of
town, on the side of 156St overpass to the Yellowhead to watch
the Moon rise behind our city bathed in the light of the setting
Sun. The west was nicely clear but the southeast had 2 degrees
of cloud along the horizon. This was not unexpected since we
were humming and hawing about trying for the event. But I had
not  seen  Epcor's  corner  reflectors  in  action.  That  was  to  be
expected: when a pair of windows (in this case two columns of
windows) come together at 90 degrees, they reflect back light
from the very direction it originated (this property is used for
bicycle  reflectors  and  lunar  ranging).  The  Sun  was  directly
behind us lighting up Epcor right on time. Sadly for me, my
camera did not work with recharged batteries and yet  another
SD card, it simply died on a shutter press, and after a couple of
iterations, did not even boot up.

All that was left was for the Moon to rise, but bit by bit, the
building low in front of the Bell and the copper Scotia Bank put
out some deep orange and red! I knew the Scotia was oriented at
the  wrong  angle,  so  it  had  to  be  a  secondary  reflection  off
another  building,  the  separated  pair  nonetheless  acting  like  a
corner. The Moon crested the clouds, Luca finished up and we
headed back home.

There's  nothing like  a  shot  of  dopamine from successful
puzzle-solving to help console me over the loss of the camera, so
I  set  myself  to  a  bit  of  geometry  and  sleuthing.  Out  comes

Google  maps  satellite  view,  my position  angle/building  angle
formula, and a calculator (don't want to work unnecessarily hard,
do I?). There was no building to pair as a corner with Scotia! The
closest was IPL, but Scotia Bank is 6 degrees off of north (you
can see its face is not parallel to the street) and IPL at the bottom
is 0, so it doesn't work. Double check the math, follow the light
ray,  backwards  from  us,  angle  of  incidence  equals  angle  of
reflection... hang on, Enbridge Place would catch the rays from
IPL, pass them onto the Manulife, and back to us! That explains
why the glints from Scotia were not as bright as I would expect
from a secondary reflection. 
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Now in case there is a descendant of Euclid reading this (or
someone  very  comfortable  with  angles)  who  says  "Hang  on,
three of  those buildings are  almost exactly 90 or  180 degrees
from each other, and you said that Scotia Bank was 6 degrees off
- it doesn't add up to a multiple of 180 and the in-out lines on
your diagram are parallel !" Indeed, the rays should not be drawn
parallel, I made a mistake in my enthusiasm of wanting to share
my discovery with Luca. Sun-us-Epcor is a straight 180, but Sun-

us-Scotia  Bank  is  actually  174.  From  our  vantage  point,  the
angular  separation  of  Epcor  to  Scotia  is  6  degrees,  which,  of
course, is the exact offset that Scotia's orientation throws into the
angle calculation. If it wasn't, we would not have seen the event.
Phew, we don't need to invoke warped space!

Epilogue: My camera has been returned to me ready to go
for another half million frames. 
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Noctilucent Clouds – The Best Times to See Them from Edmonton by Mark Zalcik

So here we are, the 2017 noctilucent clouds (NLC) season!
As you  read  this,  we have probably already had a handful  of
displays  of  these  mysterious,  upper  atmospheric  nighttime
clouds. But no worries, the bulk of the season is still ahead of us!

Wondering what the best times are to check for NLC from
Edmonton? As a rule, first and foremost, you should be looking
inside the blue twilight arch that follows the Sun around during
our short Summer nights. NLC will always be within this arch.
The point at which Astronomical Twilight ends is when the Sun
is 18 degrees below the horizon. Once the Sun gets lower than 18
degrees,  the  sky  is  basically  black.  Now,  the  interval  during
which NLC can be seen is quoted as when the Sun is between 6
and  16  degrees  below  the  horizon,  so  within  Astronomical
Twilight.

At a solar depression of 6 degrees, ie., when the Sun is 6
degrees below the horizon (the point known as Civil Twilight),

the sky is pretty bright, and it is actually possible to see NLC in
over  half  the  celestial  dome,  but  by  this  point  the  NLC  are
usually faint.  As solar  depression increases,  the twilight  dome
consequently decreases.  At  a  solar  depression  angle  (SDA) of
about  13  degrees,  there  is  only a  smudge  of  twilight  directly
above where the Sun is. NLC can still be seen, but they will not
cover much area. By 15 degrees, the display will be puny – and
far away, some 1000km distant! At 16 degrees, there is no longer
sunlight illuminating any part of the local sky at the 80km level
where NLC occur, and hence NLC are no longer visible.

There  is  a  kind  of  sweet  spot  when  the  NLC  are  at  an
elevation above the horizon where they can still be easily seen,
and when the display is usually bright enough to be picked out.
This favourable time is the SDA value of about 10 degrees. The
table below indicates  those times during evening and morning
twilight in Edmonton when the SDA value is about 10 degrees
and it is a good time to go look for NLC. All times are MDT.

Interval        Evening   Morning
May 21-25       2330      0330
May 26-31       2345      0315
Jun 1-Jul 10    0000      0300
Jul 11-15       2345      0315
Jul 16-20       2330      0330
Jul 21-25       2315      0345
Jul 26-31       2300      0400
Aug 1-5         2245      0415
Aug 6-10        2230      0430

The NLC at the times shown above will be up to about 15
degrees above the horizon. Usually, some structure can be seen
right down to the horizon, and as you get deeper into the night,
some of these NLC will still be visible. Extending the times in
the table by about half an hour (later for the evening sky check,
earlier  for  the  morning  one)  will  increase  your  chances  of  a
sighting in the event the NLC are very low that night. Especially
at the beginning and end of the NLC season, but really any time
during  the  campaign,  it’s  a  good  idea  to  look  closer  to  the
horizon to see these more feeble displays. But you will need a
flat horizon and ideally as well a site with very little lighting to

the north. 

For  more  info  on  NLC,  go  to  the  RASC  website  at
www.rasc.ca/supplements and check out the NLC info page by
Mike Boschat and me. Just search for “Noctilucent Clouds” in
the list of supplements. There is also a separate one that is an
actual NLC recording form that you can print out.

So keep those eyes peeled, have a camera hand, and good
luck!
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Photo of the prominent NLC display of July 24/25, 2016 by Mike Noble. The picture was taken at 0345 MDT. A look at the table in this
article indicates that 0345 is the ideal time for the morning sky check on this date, and, as you can see, the NLC are high enough in
the sky to aid detection. Note the bowl of the Big Dipper in the upper left of the image.

President's Message by Sharon Morsink

Summer in Edmonton is a mixed blessing. We finally have
warm pleasant weather, but we also lose the night. In the summer
months I usually put astronomy on the backburner - sometimes
staying up late seems just too difficult. But our Northern night
sky  does  hold  some unique  sights.  One  of  my favourites  are
noctilucent clouds. 

Normally you won't hear an astronomy enthusiast gush on
about clouds,  but the noctilucent variety are different.  Regular
clouds  are  composed  of  water  vapour  and  are  found  at  low
altitudes, generally less than 20 km from the Earth's surface. But
noctilucent clouds are found at much higher altitudes, 70 km or
higher, and are formed from ice crystals. Since they are at such
high altitudes, they reflect sunlight into our field of view when
the Sun is below the horizon. These clouds only form near the
Earth's  poles  in  summer,  so  we're  perfectly  situated  to  see
noctilucent  clouds.  They  are  a  beautiful  sight,  seeming  to
shimmer and change shape. 

If  you  are  interested  in  learning more about  how to view
noctilucent clouds, I encourage you to attend the upcoming Astro
Cafe which will be hosted by Mark Zalcik and Mike Noble, two

experts on observing this beautiful phenomenon. The Astro Cafe
on Noctilucent  clouds  will  take  place  at  8:30pm on Thursday
June 22 at Namao Community Hall (on Hwy 37 just east of Hwy
28  intersection).  This  is  an  excellent  location  for  viewing
noctilucent  clouds,  so hopefully after  the presentation we'll  be
treated to a display! There will be two more Astro Cafe meetings
taking place before we meet again for our next regular meeting in
September. On July 19 we'll have a presentation on observing the
Sun given by Jay Lavender at Windsor Community Hall. And on
September 6 we'll meet on St. Georges Crescent to photograph
the Full Harvest Moon. I hope to see you at one of these events!

We will also be organizing a few summer star parties. Visit
our  website  edmontonrasc.com for  more  information  about
summer events! Our next regular meeting in the Fall will be on
September  11  and  will  feature  a  talk  by  meteorite  expert  Dr.
Chris Herd, from the University of Alberta's department of Earth
and Atmospheric Sciences. 

Clear Skies!
president@edmontonrasc.com
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Noctilucent clouds over Pigeon Lake. Maybe. Image by Tom Owen. Imager's note: Here is a shot of what I believe are noctilucent 
clouds. I am looking north from the sw shore of Pigeon Lake . . . forgive the quality, it was snapped with my cellphone. I took the shot 
at 3:45 am on May 22nd, an hour before the beginning of civil twilight preceding dawn. Pretty transient phenomena, too. About 5-10 
minutes later it was gone. The orange glow is I believe the Edmonton light dome, obscured partially by clouds.

Are these in fact noctilucent clouds? Mike Noble commented: The gap in the cloud is pretty white, but it's a typical sighting at that 
altitude, at the time the image was captured...The exposed sky horizon along the right side of the image and above the hills and trees 
has some hints, but the problem is generated by the lights. The most easterly light close to the right edge of the picture has potential 
but you can see an orange cloud reflection directly above that light. The smallish whitish band to the left of that point has potential 
but I believe it is just a different exposure angle of the light. Dimmer repetition can be seen above the other lights along the lake...I 
ended my imaging run at 2:57am [that same night]. Cloud was finally rolling into the sky at my location. I still had a couple of 
degrees along the horizon but twilight was getting brighter and killing any chance for me. I was at a site 1 mile east of Hwy 18/63 
junction and a half mile north along that north bound road allowance. This site had the first all night twilight on May 21-22.
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